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CHAPTER 1

EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A standard device for cleaning discharge and collecting electrodes for most
applications is the magnetic impulse type rapper. These impulse type rappers consist
of a copper or aluminum coil wound around an electrically insulated tube. Typically, a
20 pound, 2 inch diameter, steel plunger sits inside the tube (the diameter and weight
are installation specific). When a burst of power is applied to the wire coil a magnetic
field is created. This magnetic field lifts the plunger and then releases it. When the
weight is released it drops, striking a steel rod that transmits a high acceleration
shockwave to the attached precipitator electrodes.

This microprocessor rapper controller is designed specifically for electrostatic
precipitator applications. As many as 512 rappers can be operated by a single
microprocessor control, which has the capability of being field programmed for
frequency of rapper energization as well as the lift (impact energy) of the plungers.
The controller design utilizes state-of-the-art components for maximum flexibility and
high reliability in industrial environments.
This manual describes the various operating parameters of the microprocessor rapper
control. It also describes how to field program the control to optimize internal
precipitator cleanliness, reduce re-entrainment, and minimize precipitator outlet
emissions.
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CHAPTER 2

OPERATION

For purposes of control, the rappers are divided into groups based on their location on
the precipitator roof and the electrode type being cleaned. Each group of rappers is
assigned a separate Cycle Time clock and Wait Time clock to allow field programming
of rapper repetition rate.

Energization of rappers 1 through 20 corresponds to the timing of the Cycle Clock. Time between
energization of rapper 20 and re-energization of rapper 1 corresponds to the timing of the Wait Cycle
Clock.

©Redkoh Industries
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Each group is also assigned a rapper plunger lift that can be adjusted by individual
rapper to optimize the cleaning energy. Rappers can also be programmed to strike
multiple blows. Other programmable functions are also available as detailed under
the programming instructions.
A rapper program is established at the time of startup and usually does not require
changing unless a major change in fuel or firing characteristics occurs in the boiler. If
changes in the rapping program arte required, the following should be kept in mind:
1.

Excessive rapping of collecting electrodes causes re-entrainment of collected ash, and
loss of collection efficiency.

2.

Excessive rapping causes fatigue failure of internal components.

3.

Inadequate rapping causes high spark rates, low electrical power, and loss of
collection efficiency.

4.

Because particulate collection is concentrated at the inlet of the precipitator,
rapping should be hardest and most frequent on the inlet field, and progressively less
on downstream fields.
Through the use of EPROMs, the program is maintained permanently without battery
backup, while remaining changeable by the user. The control is shipped with a
program in memory that is adequate for operation and which can be optimized
according to field conditions. A Program Data Sheet is provided in Chapter 6 for
documenting field program changes. This Data Sheet, in conjunction with roof layout
drawings, shows the grouping of the rappers.

©Redkoh Industries
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CHAPTER 3

PROGRAMMABLE PARAMETERS AND FEATURES

The following is a list (in alphabetical order) of the operating parameters and features
incorporated in the rapper control. This list is followed by definitions, and later in this
manual, detailed instruction on how the parameters are programmed.
Abort Power Down
Alarm Check
Alarm Level Adjust
Clear Alarms
Clock Enable
Code
Cycle Clock
Display Setup
Enable
Enter
ESC
Help
Intensity
Lift Calibration
Master Intensity
Number of Raps
Program Number
Re-init Controller
Re-init Keypad/Disp
Repeat
Select
Sequence Lift
Software Version
Step
Start/Stop
Wait Clock Time
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DEFINITION OF PROGRAMMABLE PARAMETERS
The following definitions explain the programmable parameters available in the
microprocessor rapper control either directly through a key on the keypad or through a
prompt screen called up using the up and down arrow keys. Programming
instructions are presented later in this manual. All programmable parameter values
are entered into control memory through a 16-key, sealed membrane, dual-function
keypad located on the control panel door.
To prevent tampering with the control, a four-digit security access code is required to
gain access to the programming mode.
Abort Power Down [prompt]
This is used to immediately stop a power down clock from continuing to activate. This
prompt only appears if the control is equipped with the power down rapping feature.
Alarm Check [key]
Used to display the RAPPER or CLOCK NUMBER that caused an alarm. If more than
one rapper or clock has alarmed, repeatedly pushing the ALARM CHECK key will
display each alarmed rapper or clock in numerical order.
Alarm Level Adjust [prompt]
There are three levels of control alarm. The low level senses low current levels
related to open circuits, the medium level senses high current levels associated with
leakage to ground or more than one rapper firing at a time, and the high level is
associated with a short to ground. The Alarm Level Adjust allows the levels that
produce their respective alarms to be trimmed to eliminate false alarms.
Clear Alarms [prompt]
Allows all alarms that are present on the control to be cleared at one time. It also
allows the control to try and reenergize rappers that had previously been taken out of
service due to the alarm(s). If the alarm condition is still present the rapper will again
be removed from service and an appropriate alarm displayed.
Clock Enable [prompt]
Allows individual clocks to be disabled and enabled for troubleshooting purposes.
Code [key]
For other than START/STOP, and CLEAR, the control will not respond to program
changes unless a four-digit security code is first entered into the keyboard. The Code
keypad key allows the security code to be entered. This protects the control from
©Redkoh Industries
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being adjusted by unauthorized personnel. Once the security code is entered, all
programmable functions are accessible. The control will automatically cancel the
security code if no entry is made within five minutes. The security code is manually
cleared by pressing the CODE and ENTER keys in succession.
Cycle Clock [key]
A separate Cycle Clock is assigned to each group of rappers. The timing of the Cycle
Clock is the time period between the first rapper in the rapper group energizing and
the last rapper in the rapper group energizing.
When the Cycle Clock timing is programmed into the control, the control automatically
divides the number of rappers assigned to that clock into the time programmed and
calculates the time between energization of each rapper on that clock (in that group).
Rappers are typically grouped by either mechanical or electrical fields, and each group
has its own cycle clock, the fields between the inlet and outlet can be adjusted
independently to optimize the cleaning of internals under changing collection
conditions.
Display Setup [prompt]
The Keypad & Display Unit and the Controller need to know how to identify each other
so they can talk back and forth to each other. This setup allows the Keypad & Display
Unit and the Controller to be given unique ID codes for communication purposes.
Enable [key]
When the control detects a malfunction associated with a rapper, it disables the
rapper, displays an alarm, and removes the rapper from operation. When the
malfunction is corrected, the rapper must be placed back into operation (enabled)
before the control will attempt to energize it. This keypad key is used to place
individual rappers back into service.
All alarmed rappers can be placed back into operation at the same time by using the
Clear Alarm function explained later in this manual.
Enter [key]
When selecting numerical information or a programmable parameter, the Enter key is
used to pass the information into the control’s memory.
ESC [key]
This keypad key is used to clear the keyboard and display of incorrectly entered
commands or numerical values. It returns the display to one level above the level
where the clear was used.
Feedback Display [prompt]
Used in conjunction with the Alarm Level Adjust screens to determine proper alarm
©Redkoh Industries
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levels for all rappers. Also used as a diagnostic tool when troubleshooting erroneous
alarms.
Help [key]
Pressing the Help keypad key brings up a telephone number that can be called for
technical support.
Intensity [key]
Keypad key used to adjust the lift of the individual rapper plungers to produce more or
less rapping energy to the precipitator internals.
Lift Calibration [prompt]
Used to calibrate the actual lift of a rapper’s plunger so it matches the inches of lift that
is shown on the control display.
Master Intensity [key]
Allows the plunger lift of all the devices associated with a particular Cycle Clock, or all
the devices on the control to be increased, or decreased, at the same time. This
saves time if the intensity needs to be adjusted because of new fuels or changing
operating conditions. The lift is adjusted up or down in increments rather than an
actual lift amount. The increment is dependent on the present device lift setting, and
varies accordingly. Increments of lift are used so all rappers increase or decrease
with relatively the same amount of energy without disturbing differences in rapper
energy programmed across the gas flow and, by field, in the direction of gas flow.
Numeric Keys
The numerical keys are used for entering numerical values for the programmable
parameters.
Number of Raps [prompt]
When each rapper is energized it typically lifts the plunger and drops it once and then
moves on to the next rapper in the group. The control can be programmed to have a
rapper pick up the plunger and drop it multiple times before moving on. The number
of raps is associated with all rappers on a clock and not individual rappers.
Program Number [prompt]
The rapper control can hold six (6) different operating programs in memory. Each
operating program can have totally different operating parameters such as timing,
intensity, sequence lift, number of raps, etc. Once set up for the condition they are
optimized for (low load, normal load, excessive load, boiler tube leak, process
differences, etc.) all the changes can be implemented with just a few keystrokes.
©Redkoh Industries
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Re-init Controller [prompt]
Allows the Control’s memory to be cleared of all field-programmed inputs. The control
will revert to a backup program that is stored in flash memory.
Re-init Keypad/Disp [prompt]
Allows the Keypad & Display Unit’s memory to be cleared of all field-programmed
inputs. The control will revert to default settings that are stored in flash memory.
Repeat [key]
Used to repeatedly energize a chosen device when troubleshooting a device that is in
alarm. In the Repeat mode the control will disregard the alarm condition and attempt
to energize the chosen device. The chosen device will now energize every three (3)
seconds. Using a meter or an oscilloscope the output signal of the control can now be
traced to find the cause of the alarm condition.
If a normal device requires energization the device in repeat mode will delay
energization by one second for each normal device that is ready to energize. When in
the repeat mode, the words “Repeat Mode” appear on the bottom line of the Device
Status screen. Repeat mode can only be performed on one rapper at a time. Normal
operation of the remaining devices continues.
Select [key]
Used to check the clock number, clock time, and lift associated with any individual
rapper. When a rapper number is keyed in, the rapper number, lift, associated clock
and clock time are displayed. Normal operation of the control continues, but the
display does not change. The display of the chosen rapper and its operating
parameters remain on the display until the Esc key is pressed.

Sequence (Seq) [key]
This keypad key is used to energize those rappers associated with a chosen Cycle
Clock, or all rappers regardless of Cycle Clock, in sequence, at a faster cycle time
than normal. This mode of operation is used to provide a fast cleanup to selected
areas of the precipitator when heavy buildups are suspected. Placing all rappers in
this mode can be helpful in cleaning the precipitator internals prior to or during an
outage.
In the Sequence All mode normal rapping stops and each rapper is energized in
sequential order, starting with rapper #1, with a time between energization as
programmed into Cycle Clock 00. This rapping will continue from first rapper to last
over and over until the control is taken out of this mode of operation.
©Redkoh Industries
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Pressing the Start/Stop key will stop the Sequence mode and start the normal node of
operation.
Sequence Lift [prompt]
When the control is operating in the Sequence mode the lift of the rapper plungers can
be increased to a higher (or lower) lift than normal to help in the cleaning process. In
this mode of operation the rapper lift is adjustable to any value up to the maximum lift
shown on the programming sheets.
Software Version [prompt]
Displays the version of software installed in the Keypad & Display Unit and the
Controller.
Step [key]
Used to display the operating parameters of any number of rappers, in sequence,
starting with the rapper following the one chosen under the SELECT key. If the
SELECT key has not been used, pressing the STEP key starts the display at rapper
number 1. Each time the STEP button is pressed, the operating parameters of the
next rapper in the sequence is displayed. Normal operation continues while in this
display. The ESC key is used to return the display to normal.
Start/Stop [key]
Pressing this keypad key will start or stop the operating program and the energization
of the rappers. If the control is stopped and then started through this key, the rapping
will pick up where it left off in the cycle. If the power is interrupted the control will reset
and all clocks will start from the beginning of their timing. Programmed memory is not
lost if the power is interrupted.
Wait Clock Time [prompt]
Each Cycle Clock has a counterpart Wait Cycle Clock.
Wait Cycle clock timing is the time between energization of the last rapper in a rapper
group and the re-energization of the first rapper in the group.
On some installations, the precipitator operates at a higher efficiency if the rappers are
energized in rapid succession (very fast Cycle Clock time) and the particulate is
allowed to buildup during a Wait Cycle time. In most cases the Wait Clock is set to
zero.
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CHAPTER 4

DIGITAL DISPLAY

The digital display is an integral part of the Keypad and Display Unit and is located on
the rapper control cabinet front door.

All operating and programmable parameters are viewed in the digital display area that
consists of a 4 line by 20-character liquid crystal display (LCD).
There are three (3) screen views that are used for programming and display purposes.
These screens are:
Device Status Screen
Displays the operating conditions of the control. Data such as Run/Stop, Alarm
messages, Status messages, Device (Dev) energized, Device Lift, Cycle Clock etc.
are shown here.

©Redkoh Industries
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The Device Status Screen is the opening screen when power is first applied to the
control cabinet, and the normal operating screen when programming is not being
performed.
Device Status Screen

MRC-x
Program x
Dev x

Stop.
Clock x
Lift xx

This screen shows which rapper control the data is from, whether the control is in the
Stop or Run mode, the Device being energized, the Clock number associated with the
device and the Lift of the device plunger.

Prompt Screen
Displays all the parameters that are available for programming under the up and down
arrow keys. When the desired parameter appears in the display and the ENTER key
is pressed, the display changes to the Parameter Screen.
Prompt Screen

MRC-1
Pgm1
Parameter Name

Parameter Screen
Shows valid choices for programming of the selected parameter.
Parameter Screen

MRC-1
Pgm1
Program Choices
Choices
Choices

____________________________________________________________

Alarms Displays
In the normal operating mode the bottom line of the display is blank. If a malfunction
occurs, or the control is being operated in other than a normal manner, a message will
appear on the bottom line of the display. The messages that will be displayed are as
follows:

©Redkoh Industries
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Stand Alone
In this mode the control will not respond to commands for parameter changes through
the keypad or sent to it by a Central control system or DCS.
This mode can be activated only by placing a jumper on the Power Board, and is used
for troubleshooting purposes only.
Repeat Mode
This message is displayed when a rapper is operated in the repeat mode (will fire
every 3 seconds) for troubleshooting purposes.
Sequence Mode
When the control is operated in the Sequence mode, either by Cycle Clock or
Sequence all, this notification is displayed.
Communications Error
This occurs when the Keypad and Display Unit does not communicate with the Power
Board in the card cage.
Disabled Clock
This message indicates that a Cycle Clock has manually been disabled.
Disabled Device
This message indicates that a rapper has manually been disabled.
High Current Device
This alarm indicates that one or more rappers are drawing very high current usually
associated with an electrical ground fault or a low resistance ground.
Med. Current Device
This alarm indicates that one or more rappers are drawing higher current than normal
but not as high as a short circuit. This typically indicates that more than one rapper is
energizing at a time due to wiring errors or output device failure.
Low Current Device
This alarm indicates that one or more rappers are drawing low current indicative of a
poor electrical connection or an open circuit.
NOTE:
©Redkoh Industries
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For High, Med., and Low Current alarms, pressing the Alarm Check key on the keypad
will display which devices have an alarm and which alarm they have. Repetitively
keying the Alarm Check key will cause alarmed rappers to be displayed one at a time
in sequential order.
A rapper is disabled when the control senses low, medium, or high levels of current
the second time the fault is detected. This prevents a rapper from being disabled due
to a transient signal.
Whenever a failure is associated with a rapper, the rapper is automatically disabled
from the control. Repetitive alarms will not occur because the logic circuit will not call
for the disabled rapper to be energized. The control will continue to operate as
programmed for all the remaining rappers.
Individual rappers may be placed back in operation by using the Enable key. All
rappers can be placed back into operation at the same time by using the Clear Alarms
prompt. If the problem associated with the rapper(s) is still present, the control will realarm after the rapper(s) has been energized for the second time.

©Redkoh Industries
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CHAPTER 5 PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTIONS
In an effort to keep unauthorized personnel from changing the programmable
parameter settings, a security code is used to gain access to the programming
functions. Without the proper four-digit security code it is impossible to make changes
to or set-up the programmable parameters. All parameters can be viewed without a
security code.
The following instructions detail the procedure used to set up and adjust the various
programmable parameters.
There are two groups of programmable parameters. Those that are programmed by
pressing the appropriate key on the keypad, and those that are programmed from
prompts that appear when the up and down arrows on the keypad are pressed.

Programming Keypad Parameters
CODE ENTRY
If changes are to be made to the programmable parameters the security code must
first be entered into the controller.
Press the CODE key. The following screen is displayed:
Range: 0000-9999
Enter Code: ####
Press the numerical keys corresponding to the proper four-digit security code. Instead
of showing the code the display shows the # sign as keys are pressed.
The security code can be found on the last page of this manual and should be
removed and kept in a safe place. The code should only be given to personnel that
have been trained in the operation of the control.
After all four numbers are entered press the (ENTER) key.
The control will now accept changes to the parameters accessible by the entered
code.
To maintain the integrity of the security code system, the control will automatically
clear the code, so no changes can be made, five minutes after the last key was
pressed. However, it is recommended that the code be cleared manually after
program changes have been completed.
To manually clear the code press the CODE key and then the ENTER key.
To make changes to the programmable parameters after the security code has been
entered follow the programming instructions that follow.
©Redkoh Industries
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The programming instructions for the parameters associated with a keypad key will be
discussed first. Followed by the parameters that are assessable via the up and down
arrow keys.
SELECT
Press the SELECT key. The following screen will be displayed:
MRC-1
Pgm 1
Device Select
Range: 1-112
Enter Device#: 000

The range is the total number of rappers energized by the control. You can look at the
data associated with any individual device by pressing the numeric keys for the device
desired. As the numeric keys are pressed the number will replace the zeros on the
bottom line. After the desired number is entered, press the ENTER key. The
following screen will be displayed:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Device Information
Clock x
00:01:09
Device x
3.00”

The number opposite the word Device is the number of the device entered. The
number opposite the word Clock is the clock associated with the chosen device. The
3.00” is the lift of the chosen device. If the chosen device is presently disabled, an
alarm message will appear on the bottom line of the display.
If you wish to view the information associated with other devices in numerical order,
press the STEP key. The number of the device will increase by one and all the
information on the screen will be associated with that device.
To exit the Device Information screen press the ESC key at any time and the screen
will revert to the Device Status Screen.
STEP
Press the STEP key. The following screen will be displayed:

MRC-1
Pgm1
Device Information
Clock x
00:01:09
Device 1
3.00”

©Redkoh Industries
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When the STEP key is pressed the display will start with the number 1 device,
showing its associated Cycle Clock number, Cycle Clock timing, and device Lift. Each
time the STEP key is pressed the screen will show the information for the next device
in numerical sequence.
If a rapper was chosen with the SELECT key, pressing the STEP key will cause the
operating parameters of the next rapper in numerical sequence to be displayed.
Press the ESC key to exit the STEP mode.
REPEAT
Press the REPEAT key. The following screen will be displayed:
MRC-1
Stop.
Repeat Device
Range: 0-112
Enter: 000

The number to the right of “Range” is the total number of devices energized by the
control. Press the numeric keys for the device number that you wish to place in the
repeat mode. The zeros next to “Enter” will be overwritten with the chosen device
number.
Press the ENTER key and the control will start to energize the chosen device. The
display will return to the Device Status Screen with the words “Repeat Mode” on the
bottom line to remind the user that the control is in that mode of operation. Normal
device energization will continue during repeat mode operation.
MRC-x
Stop.
Program x Clock x
Dev x
Lift xx
Repeat Mode
To remove the chosen device from the Repeat mode press the REPEAT key and
enter 000 for the device number, then press the ENTER key.
SEQ (Sequence)
Press the (SEQ) key. The following screen will be displayed:

MRC-1
Pgm1
Sequence All Mode
0=Disable, 1=Enable
©Redkoh Industries
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To place all the devices in the sequence mode press the 1 key then the ENTER key.
The display will return to the Device Status screen and show “Sequence Mode” on the
bottom line of the display. The normal mode of operation will stop and the Sequence
All mode will be active.
To stop the Sequence All mode of operation press the SEQ key, the zero key, and the
ENTER key. Check that the Clock # is zero on the Sequence Clock screen, and press
ENTER. Or, press the START/STOP key to disable the Sequence All mode and start
the normal mode of operation.
If you want to place the devices associated with an individual clock into the Sequence
mode, while in the Sequence All Mode screen press the ENTER key and the following
screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Sequence Clock
Range: 0-07
Enter Clock#: 00

The Range shows the available number of Cycle Clocks. Press the numeric keys that
correspond to the Cycle Clock number desired. The zeros opposite “Enter Clock#” will
be overwritten with the chosen number(s). Press the ENTER key.
The devices associated with the chosen clock will now energize with a time between
energization equal to the value programmed into Cycle Clock 0.
To stop the Sequence Mode press SEQ to view the Sequence All screen, press 0 for
disable, then ENTER, to get back to the Sequence Mode screen. Enter zeros for the
Enter Clock #, then press ENTER.
The lift of the device in the Sequence All mode will be the value programmed in the
Sequence Lift screen, up to the maximum lift permitted for each device or clock. The
lift of the device in the Sequence by Clock mode will be the normal rapper lift for that
clock.
When in either mode (all or cycle clock) the message “Sequence Mode” will display on
the bottom line of the Device Status screen as a reminder that this mode is active.

CYCLE CLOCK
Press the CYCLE CLOCK key. The following screen will appear.
MRC-1
Pgm1
©Redkoh Industries
Cycle Clock Time
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This screen is used to program the timing of the Cycle Clocks. The Range shows the
total number of cycle clocks available. Press the numeric keys that correspond to the
clock number desired. The chosen number(s) will overwrite the zero adjacent to the
Enter Clock#. Press ENTER
The following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Cycle Clock 1
00:00:01-99:59:59
Enter: 00:01:09
The number adjacent to “Cycle Clock” is the clock number chosen above. The next
line shows the range of time available for programming, and the next line shows the
present timing. The format is HH:MM:SS. If no change is desired press the ENTER
key. To change the timing, press the zero (0) key until the time next to “Enter” is
00:00:00. Press the numeric keys corresponding to the hours, minutes, and seconds
desired. The chosen values will overwrite the zeros as they are entered. Press the
ENTER key. The chosen clock will now operate with the new timing and the display
will revert to the Device Status screen.

INTENSITY
Press the INTENSITY key. The following display will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Intensity
Range: 1-112
Enter Device#: 000
The INTENSITY key is used when it is desired to change the lift of a particular device.
Range is the total number of devices available. Press the numeric keys
corresponding to the desired device number. The number chosen will overwrite the
zeros adjacent to Enter Device#. Press the ENTER key. The screen will now change
to the device intensity screen shown below:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Intensity Device 1
Range: 0.00-12.0”
Enter: 3.00
©Redkoh Industries
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The number adjacent to “Intensity Device” is the chosen device number. The Range
is the range of lift (in inches) that is available for this device. Adjacent to “Enter:” is the
present lift for this device.
To change the lift, press the zero (0) key until all zeros appears in place of the existing
lift. Then press the numeric keys that correspond to the desired lift. Only the rapper
lifts shown in Table 1 will be accepted by the control. The number chosen will
overwrite the zeros adjacent to Enter. Press the ENTER key. The new lift will now
take effect, and the screen will revert to the Device Status screen.

TABLE 1
DEVICE LIFT SETTINGS
The rapper control will accept lift settings only as shown below - no intermediate
settings will be accepted.
0.00"
0.25"
0.50"
0.75"
1.00"
1.25"
1.50"
1.75"

2.00"
2.25"
2.50"
2.75"
3.00"
3.50"
4.00"
4.50"

5.00"
5.50"
6.00"
6.50"
7.00"
7.50
8.00"
8.50"

9.00"
9.50"
10.00"
10.50"
11.00"
12.00"
13.00"*
14.00 *

* - Not always available
MASTER INTENSITY
Press the MASTER INTENSITY key. The following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Master Intensity
Range: 0-9
Enter Clock#: 0
The Range is the available Cycle Clocks that can be programmed under Master
Intensity. Press the numeric keys that correspond to the desired clock number. The
number chosen will overwrite the zeros adjacent to Enter Clock#. Press ENTER and
the following screen appears:

MRC-1
Pgm1
Master Inten Clk 1
Range: -9 to +9
Enter: +0
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The number adjacent to “Master Inten Clk” is the number of the clock chosen above.
The Range is the number of increments that can be programmed. The value of each
increment can be found in Table 2. Press the numeric keys corresponding to the
value desired (and the “-“ key if the lift is to be decreased). Press the ENTER key.
Those rappers associated with the chosen clock will increase or decrease their lift by
the amount chosen, and the screen will revert to the Device Status screen. If clock
zero (0) was chosen the lift of all devices will increase or decrease by the chosen
amount.

TABLE 2
LIFT CHANGES BY INCREMENT
Each increment of lift entered when programming MASTER INTENSITY produces an
increase or decrease in lift as shown below.
Lift Setting Prior to Change
0" to 3"
3 to 11”
11 to 14”

Lift Change Per Increment
0.25"
0.50”
1.00”

UP & DOWN ARROWS (↑ and ↓)
These keys are used to bring up the Prompt screens that are associated with other
programmable parameters that do not appear on the keypad. The programming of
these parameters will be discussed in the next section of the manual.

ENABLE
Press the ENABLE key. The following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Device Enable
Range: 1-112
Enter Device#: 000
This screen is primarily used to place an individual device back into service after it has
been automatically or manually removed from service. For those devices
automatically removed from service it is expected that the defect that caused the
device to be alarmed and removed has been discovered and repaired.
The Range is the range of device numbers that can be chosen for enabling. Press the
numeric keys that correspond to the desired device number. The zeros adjacent to
“Enter Device#” will be overwritten with the chosen numbers. Press the ENTER key
and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Device 1
0=Disable, 1=Enable
©Redkoh Industries
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The number next to “Device” is the device chosen above. If the number 1 is initially
present adjacent to “Enter” the device is presently enabled and in service. If the
number 0 is initially present adjacent to “Enter” the device is presently disabled, and
removed from service. Press the 1 key to enable this device (press the 0 key to
manually disable this device), and then press the ENTER key. The screen will revert
to the Device Status screen.
If the message “Disabled Device” is present on the bottom line of the Device Status
screen one or more devices have manually been disabled and removed from service.

HELP
Press the HELP key. The following screen will appear:
For technical
Support call:
(123) 456-7890
This screen displays the technical support telephone number available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. If you have any questions pertaining to the operation or
programming of this control call this number.

CODE
Press the CODE key. The following screen will appear:

Range: 0000-9999
Enter Code:

A security code must be entered before any programming can be performed. Enter the
appropriate four digit code, the numbers selected will show up as # signs in the
display, and press the ENTER key. The screen will revert to the Device Status screen.
The code will automatically clear five minutes after the last key has been pressed. To
manually clear the code, press the CODE key then the ENTER key.
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ESC (escape)
This key is used to clear the display of incorrectly entered commands or numerical
values. It returns the display to one level above the level where the ESC was used. If
you have entered an incorrect number or chosen a parameter you do not want simply
press the ECS key to cancel the operation.
ALARM CHECK
If the following messages are present on the bottom line of the device status display
they can be traced to the device associated with the message by pressing the alarm
check key.
Disabled device
High Level Alarm
Med. Level Alarm
Low Level Alarm

Press the ALARM CHECK key. The following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Alarm Check
Update in progress..
If this key is pressed and no alarms or messages are active, the display will indicate
no alarms are present.

MRC-1
Pgm1
Alarm Check
No Alarms

If this key is pressed and alarms or messages are active, the display will show the
device number associated with the alarm and the alarm condition.
MRC-1

PGM 1

Alarm Check
Device: 1
Low Level Alarm
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START/STOP
As its name implies, pressing this key changes the control from operating mode to
stop mode and vice versa. If the control is in the operating mode when the Start/Stop
key is pressed the control will stop. Pressing the Start/Stop key again will start the
control in the same place it stopped. That is, if the rappers were in the middle of a
group when the control was stopped they will start where they left off. If the control
was stopped by removing control power (such as opening the breaker) and then
started by reapplying power, the rapper energization will start from the beginning of
each group.
The upper right-hand corner of the display will show “Run” or “Stop”, in most screens,
depending on the status of the control.

Programming Prompt Parameters
PROMPT PARAMETERS
Prompt parameters are additional rapper control functions that do not have their own
individual key on the keypad for programming. These additional parameters are
located under the up and down arrow keys. The order of these parameters presented
below represent the order they appear with repetitive presses of the up arrow key.
They can be found, however, by pressing either the up or down arrow key.
The last prompt screen selected for programming will be the first prompt after pressing
the up arrow as long as a key has been pressed within the last 5 minutes. Otherwise
the order below will be the default.

PROGRAM NUMBER
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:

MRC-1

PGM 1

Program Number

Press the Enter key and the programming screen will appear.
MRC-1
PGM 1
Program Number
Range: 1-6
Enter: 1
©Redkoh Industries
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The numbers after the word Range represent the range of program numbers
available. A Program represents a discrete set of Wait Clock timing, Cycle Clock
timing, plunger Lifts, Number of Raps, etc. that are stored for future use.
All the programs initially contain the Backup Program (see Chapter 6). When setting
up a program for the first time, chose the program number, press Enter, press Esc,
and then program all the desired parameters as described in the various sections of
this manual. This can be done individually for all six programs.
Press the numeric keys that correspond to the desired program number. Press the
Enter key. The parameter values that were stored in the chosen program will now be
active.

DISPLAY SETUP
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Display Setup

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
Keypad/Display Unit
ID Selection
Range: 1-250
Enter: 001
Up to 250 Keypad and Display Units can be connected together in a control system.
Each Keypad and Display Unit must have a unique number from the others and, for
simplicity sake, should be sequentially numbered.
Press the numeric keys that correspond to the ID number desired. Then press the
Enter key. The following screen will be displayed.
MRC Controller
ID Number
Range: 1-9
Enter: 1
Each Keyboard and Display Unit can operate only one Controller, however, there can
be more than one Controller in a control system, and thus more than one Keypad and
Display Unit will be required. It is therefore necessary to tell each Keypad and Display
©Redkoh Industries
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Unit which Controller it is controlling.
Note: The Power Board, located in the card cage, has a rotary switch (selector) that
must be set to match the ID of its associated Keypad and Display Unit. This is
covered in more detail in Chapter 8.
Press the numeric keys that correspond to the desired Controller ID number desired.
Then press the Enter key. The screen will revert to the prompt screen. Press the Esc
key to return to the Device Status screen.

RE-INIT CONTROLLER
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Re-init Controller

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Re-init Controller
0=No, 1=Yes
Enter: 0
If the controller starts to operate in an erratic manner, displays data out of range, or
stops working for no apparent reason, reinitializing the controller may clear the
problem. It is recommended that if a Power Board is replaced in the Controller card
cage the controller be reinitialized.
Reinitializing the Controller copies the default rapper program into the six Multiple
Program memory locations (erasing field programmed values), and resets various
microprocessor functions to their default values. Basically, reinitializing the controller
restarts the system in an “as built” condition.
To reinitialize the Controller press the numeric 1 key. The display will return to the
Prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.

RE-INIT KEYPAD/DISP
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Re-init Keypad/Disp
©Redkoh Industries
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Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Re-init Keypad/Disp
0=No, 1=Yes
Enter: 0
It is recommended that if a Keyboard and Display Unit is replaced with a new one, the
new unit be reinitialized to insure any programming that may have been entered
during factory testing is erased and it starts fresh.
Reinitializing the Keyboard and Display Unit resets the ID codes and resets various
microprocessor functions to their default values. Basically, reinitializing the Keyboard
and Display Unit restarts the system in an “as built” condition.
To reinitialize the Keyboard and Display Unit press the numeric 1 key. The display will
return to the Prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.

SOFTWARE VERSION
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm 1
Software Version

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm 1
Software Version
Keypad/Display Unit
RK1234 Ver 5.67/8
This screen shows the software version of the Keypad and Display Unit. The part
number and version number of the presently installed software is displayed on the
bottom line of the display.
Press the Enter key and the following screen will show the software version of the
Controller (Power Board).
MRC-1
Pgm 1
Software Version
MRC Controller
RK2345 Ver 5.67/8
©Redkoh Industries
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The manufacturer, for troubleshooting purposes, may request this information.

ALARM LEVEL ADJUST
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC1
Pgm1
Alarm Level Adjust

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear if there are two (2) power
systems.
MRC1
Pgm1
Select Power System
Range: 1-2
Enter: 0
After selecting power system 1 or 2 followed by the Enter key, or if only 1 power
system is present, the following screen will appear.
MRC1
Pgm1
Low Alarm Level
Use ↑ or ↓
Value: 0

Pressing the up or down arrow key will move the current level that triggers the Low
Current alarm. This is useful in eliminating false alarms that may be triggered do to
differences in the electrical characteristics between the rapping devices or differences
in current draw due to field wiring lengths. The range of values is –50 to +100 in 5 unit
increments. These are relative numbers and not the actual current level being
measured.
Press the up or down arrow key a few numbers in either direction to make the alarm
more or less sensitive. Press Enter and the Medium Alarm Level screen will appear.
MRC1
Pgm1
Medium Alarm Level
Use ↑ or ↓
VALUE: 0
This screen does the same as the Low Alarm Level screen except for the Medium
Alarm level. The range of values is –100 to +100 in 5 unit increments. These are
relative numbers and not the actual current level being measured.
©Redkoh Industries
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Pressing the Enter key, after making any desired adjustments, displays the High
Alarm Level screen.
MRC1
Pgm1
High Alarm Level
Use ↑ or ↓
VALUE: 0
This screen does the same as the Low Alarm Level screen except for the High Alarm
level. The range of values is –100 to +100 in 5 unit increments. These are relative
numbers and not the actual current level being measured.
Pressing the Enter key, after making any desired adjustments, returns you to the
Prompt screen.
FEEDBACK DISPLAY
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Feedback Display

To choose this function press the Enter key and the Feedback Display selection
screen appears.
MRC-1
Pgm1
Feedback Display
0=Disable, 1=Enable
Enter: 0
This screen allows the selection of the feedback screen. The feedback screen
provides data from the rappers that is used in conjunction with the Alarm Level Adjust
screens to properly set the levels. The data is also used to troubleshoot erroneous or
false alarm conditions.
Press the 1 key to enable the feedback screen, or 0 to disable the feedback screen,
then press the Enter key. If enable was chosen the main screen will be replaced with
the screen below. To get to the main screen press Esc twice.
MRC-1
Run
A-D: 92
Clock:01
Dev: 003
4.00”
Alarm xx:yyy:zzz
In this example the screen tells you that you are looking at rapper control #1(MRC-1),
and the normal operating mode is running (Run). It also tell you the feedback level (A©Redkoh Industries
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D) from the rapper that just energized, the clock the rapper is associated with, the
rapper number, and the intensity of that rapper. The present settings of the alarm
limits are shown on the bottom line. The Low alarm will occur if the A-D number is
less than xx, the Medium alarm will occur if the A-D number is between yyy and zzz,
and the High alarm will occur if the A-D number is greater than zzz.
Operation is normal and no alarm will occur if the A-D number is between xx and yyy.
This is shown graphically below:
1--------------------xx---------------------yyy--------------------zzz------------------Low Alarm

Normal (no alarm)

Medium Alarm

High Alarm

If you are having alarm problems that you think are related to alarms that are on the
“edge” of their range, the range can be adjusted. The A-D number in the display is an
internally generated number that is proportional to the current that the device is
drawing from the control cabinet.
Place the questionable devices in the repeat mode and observe the A-D value. If they
fluctuate between a “normal” value and an “alarm” value there is probably something
wrong with the devices or their field wiring and the alarm points should not be
changed. However, if the A-D value is consistently in an alarm area for all the
devices, an adjustment is called for. The appropriate value for xx, yyy, or zzz should
allow for some headroom for line voltage variations, resistance changes (current draw
changes) due to temperature, etc.

See the chart in Appendix II for Alarm ranges for various rappers and vibrators.
ABORT POWER DOWN
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
Abort Power Down

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
Abort Power Down
0=Disable, 1=Enable
Enter: 0

Programming in a "1" will abort a presently active power down clock and return the
appropriate T/R to full power. If other power down clocks are queued up and waiting
for the active power down clock to finish, those queued up power down clocks will
NOT run (queue is also cleared). The active power down clock and the queued up
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power down clocks are rescheduled based on the normal Cycle Clock time. When
aborted, the rappers in the active power down clock do not fire.
If the rapper control does not have power down rapping, the prompt is NOT displayed.
This command does not affect the timing of power down clocks that have not yet come
due. Even if the clock will come due a few seconds after the abort command.
If some dead time is desired, disable the power down clocks (program zero into the
Power Down Cycle Clock, or stop the rapper control for a short time.
LIFT CALIBRATION
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Lift Calibration

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear if there are two (2) power
systems.

MRC1
Pgm1
Select Power System
Range: 1-2
Enter: 0
After selecting power system 1 or 2 followed by the Enter key, or if only 1 power
system is present, the following screen will appear.
MRC-1
Pgm1
Lift Calibration
Use ↑ or ↓
VALUE: 0
Pressing the up or down arrow key will change the power output characteristics of the
Controller. Lift calibration is used to insure the lift at a rapper is the same as the lift
programmed into the control.
When the control is initially started-up a rapper located in the middle of the precipitator
should be chosen for calibration. The amount of plunger that protrudes out the bottom
of the rapper should be measured. This same rapper should be placed in the Repeat
mode and programmed for a lift equal to the plunger protrusion. As the rapper
energizes (every 3 seconds in the Repeat mode) the plunger lift should be measured
and the Lift Calibration increased or decreased, as necessary (the range of
adjustment is from –120 to +120 units), until the programmed lift is obtained at the
©Redkoh Industries
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rapper. When the programmed lift matches the actual plunger lift at the rapper the
control is calibrated. Once this calibration is complete the Lift Calibration should not
be changed.
After the rapper is calibrated press the Enter key and the display will return to the
Prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.
SEQUENCE LIFT
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Sequence Lift

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Sequence Lift
Range: 0.00-12.0”
Enter: 8.00
This screen allows the programming of the plunger lift that will be in effect when the
rappers are placed in the Sequence All mode. Each rapper on the precipitator will lift
this amount until the control is taken out of the Sequence All mode, whereby the lift
will return to “normal”.
The allowable programmable lifts are shown in Table 1 (under Intensity).
To program the plunger lift in the sequence all mode press the numeric keys
corresponding to the desired lift level (in inches). The new value will appear next to
the word “Enter”. After the desired value is programmed, press the Enter key and the
display will return to the Prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device
Status screen.
NUMBER OF RAPS
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Number of Raps

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Number of Raps
Range: 1-X
Enter Clock #: 0
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During normal rapping each rapper in a group (Cycle Clock) can be energized more
than once before the next sequential rapper is energized. During Power Down
Rapping (PDR - optional feature, see Chapter 8) the number of times the PDR cycle
repeats can be more than once.
The range will display the total number of Cycle Clocks and Power Down Rapping
clocks available for programming. Press the numeric keys corresponding to the clock
number desired. The number chosen will appear next to the words “Enter Clock #”.
Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
# of Raps Clock X
Range: 1-255
Enter: 001
In this screen the number of raps for normal clocks, and the number of cycles for PDR
clocks can be programmed. Press the numeric keys that correspond to the number of
raps or cycled desired. The new value will appear next to the word “Enter”. After the
desired value is programmed, press the Enter key and the display will return to the
Prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.
WAIT CLOCK TIME
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Wait Clock Time

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Wait Clock Time
Range: 1-7
Enter Clock #: 0

The numbers opposite the word “Range” represent the total number of Wait Clocks.
Press the numeric keypad keys that correspond to the desired Wait Clock number
whose time is to be changed. Press Enter and the following screen will appear.
MRC-1
Pgm1
Wait Clock 1
00:00:00-99:59:59
Enter: 00:00:00
©Redkoh Industries
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The Wait Clock number will be the number chosen above, and the available time
range (in hh:mm:ss format) is shown below the clock number. Press the numeric keys
that correspond to the timing desired. As the numeric keys are pressed, the numbers
will scroll from right to left adjacent to the word “Enter”. When you have the desired
time shown, press the Enter key. The display will return to the Wait Clock Time
prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.

CLOCK ENABLE
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Clock Enable

Pgm1

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Pgm1
Clock Enable
Range: 1-7
Enter Clock #: 0
It is sometime desirable to stop (disable) a rapper clock to see its affect on stack
opacity (particularly on stack puffing). This function allows clocks to be enabled and
disabled. When a clock is enabled or disabled, it applies to both the Cycle and Wait
clocks.
The numbers opposite the word “Range” represent the total number of clocks
available. Press the numeric keypad keys that correspond to the clock number that is
to be Enabled or Disabled. Press Enter and the following screen will appear.
MRC-1
Pgm1
Clock Enable 1
0=Disable, 1=Enable
Enter: 0
Press the numeric key “0” or “1” depending on whether the chosen clock is to be
©Redkoh Industries
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enabled or disabled, and then press the Enter key. The display will return to the Clock
Enable prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return to the Device Status screen.
If the clock is disabled “Disabled Clock” will appear on the bottom line of the Status
Screen.

CLEAR ALARMS
Press the up arrow key until the following prompt screen appears:
MRC-1
Clear Alarms

Pgm1

Press the Enter key and the following screen will appear:
MRC-1
Clear Alarm
0= No, 1=Yes
Enter: 0

Pgm1

This screen allows all alarms to be cleared at the same time. It is most useful when a
large number of alarms are present due to a control or output card malfunction.
Individual alarms should be cleared using the ENABLE key on the keypad.
Press the numeric keys that correspond to “yes” or “no” and press the ENTER key.
The display will return to the Clear Alarms prompt screen. Press the Esc key to return
to the Device Status screen.

©Redkoh Industries
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CHAPTER 6

OPTIMIZING OPERATION

A large number of control parameters have been provided in order to allow a high
degree of flexibility. This does, however, produce some confusion when trying to
optimize precipitator efficiency. The best way to optimize rapper operation, and the
precipitator efficiency, is to perform programmable parameter changes while
observing the instantaneous readings obtained from the flue or stack opacity meter. If
a strip chart that displays the instantaneous opacity reading is not presently in use, it
is recommended that one be installed. If an opacity meter is not presently installed on
the stack or flue, it is strongly recommended that one be installed. Without an opacity
meter it is extremely difficult to judge when the rapper control, and the rappers, are
optimized.
NOTE: Where two or more precipitators feed a common stack it is
recommended that separate opacity meters be installed in the outlet flue from
each precipitator.

What To Look For
The optimum rapper program will produce the smoothest opacity strip chart reading, at
the lowest opacity level, with the fewest "spikes".
Where To Start Optimizing
Initially, set the lifts for all rappers except the outlet field rappers at a 6-inch lift. The
outlet field rappers should be set for a 3-inch lift (some precipitator installations have
rapper rod insulators that require the lift on the high tension frames to be limited to 4
inches. If this is the case, the control will not accept any input greater than 4 inches).
Program the Cycle Clock for longer and longer cycle times from the inlet field to the
outlet field. A typical initial setting would be:
1st field cycle time 3 minutes
2nd field cycle time 10 minutes
3rd field cycle time 25 minutes
4th field cycle time 45 minutes
5th field cycle time 90 minutes
If the opacity level initially drops but starts to climb back up with time, the cycle times
are probably too slow. If the opacity initially increases and does not come back down,
the cycle times are probably too fast.
When setting the cycle times consider that the Cycle Time should be long enough to
allow particulate collection to occur to a nominal build up that will not promote sparking
before the particulate is "rapped" off the electrodes. It is not desirable to try and keep
the collecting or discharge electrodes metal clean.
The optimum Cycle Time setting for each field is obtained by trying both longer and
shorter cycle times on each precipitator field until the lowest opacity that remains
constant over time is reached. Once the lowest opacity base line has been
©Redkoh Industries
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established, any remaining rapping spikes can be reduced in size, or eliminate, by
optimizing individual rapper intensities.
By careful observation of the timing of the opacity spikes, the rapper(s) that caused
the spike(s) can be identified and its lift can be reprogrammed.
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CHAPTER 7

BACK-UP PROGRAM

The first time the rapper control is energized, and until the control is programmed via
the keypad, the control will operate based on a program that has been placed in
permanent memory.
Blank pages for field programming are also provided so that changes to the backup
program can be recorded for future reference (see Appendix I).
The Backup program sheets show which rappers are associated with which clocks,
the timing of the Cycle and Wait Clocks, the Lift for the rappers associated with the
clocks, and the number of raps for a Clock’s rappers.
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CHAPTER 8

COMPONENTS AND CONFIGURATION

The microprocessor rapper control is comprised of three main subsystems:
Keypad and Display Unit
Power Module
Card Cage
The card cage contains:
Power Supply Card
Power Board
Output Cards (up to 16 per cage, dependent on the number of rappers being
controlled)

Keypad and Display Unit
The Keypad and Display Unit contains a liquid crystal digital display, keypad,
and central processing unit. This unit provides the user with a local
programming interface to the system
Power Board
One power board is provided in each card cage. It provides the
communications interface, board select system, SCR control system, and I/O
system.
Power Supply Board
The power supply board has two functions. It is a power supply, and a
connection card for signals being fed to and from the processing system.
Output Cards
Each output card contains steering circuitry, optical isolators and power SCRs
or triacs. The output cards connect and disconnect the proper rapper as called
for by the program in the Power Board.
Each output card contains sixteen (16) each of: optical isolators, snubber
circuits and triacs, and controls sixteen (16) rappers.
Power Module
The power module contains the power SCRs, a freewheeling diode and the
current sensing feedback resistor. The power pulses that are directed to each
rapper are generated in this module.
Card Cage
The card cage houses the Power Supply Card, Power Board, and up to sixteen
(16) Output Cards for a total of (256) outputs per cage.

Location of Printed Circuit Cards In the Card Cage
©Redkoh Industries
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Rapper Controller ID Setup
The rapper controller ID number is preset at the factory to match the requirements of
the system. Should a Power Board fail, the ID Switch on the replacement Power
Board must be set to the same ID number as on the original Power Board.

Location of Rapper Controller ID Switch

©Redkoh Industries
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Chapter 9

Power Down Rapping

Power Down Rapping (which can also be power off rapping) is a feature that is used
when the collected particulate is extremely hard to remove and normal rapping cannot
keep the collecting electrodes clean. It can also be helpful when collecting high
resistivity ash from the burning of low sulfur coal. Both of these conditions may
require that the electrical field in the precipitator be lowered (or turned off) to aid in
particulate removal from precipitator internal components. Rapping energy is more
effective in removing particulate if the electrical forces that help hold the particulate
onto the internals (particularly the collecting surface) is reduced or removed.
Power Down Rapping (PDR) is an automatic means of reducing this electrical level
during normal precipitator operation. Each TR has a number of plate and high-tension
rappers associated with the high tension frame(s) that it energizes. On a field
programmable timed basis (Cycle Clock), the rapper control initiates a power down
signal to the microprocessor TR control connected to the TR associated with the
rappers on the area of the precipitator to be power down cleaned. The TR control
reduces its power level based on the KV level programmed into the TR control. When
the TR secondary voltage has reached the power down KV level, the rappers
associated with the TR begin their power down rapping sequence. The time between
energization of sequential rappers is field programmable in one-second increments
from one-second to nine seconds. The lift that each rapper plunger operates at during
this sequence is the same as during normal rapping. Each rapper associated with the
powered down TR will energize in sequence, at the selected lift and time interval
(Cycle Time), for a field programmed number of times (number of raps). When the
selected number of “raps” has been reached, the timer resets and normal energization
of these rappers resumes. During the power down rapping sequence all other rappers
continue to operate in their normal manner.
The Rapper Programming Data Sheets (Appendix I) show which clocks and which
rappers are assigned to the power down rapping mode of operation.
To adjust the power down rapping system the Cycle Clocks, Wait Clocks, and Number
of Raps need to be programmed. The instructions for programming these parameters
are the same for PDR as for standard rapping, and have previously been discussed.
The following are the definitions of these functions as they apply to PDR clocks:
Cycle Clock (PDR) – This is the time between activations of the Power Down
Rapping function for each individual clock. As the default setting, the Cycle Time for
all the PDR clocks is zero (00:00:00). This means that the PDR for a clock is inactive.
For example, if a cycle clock is programmed for 8 hours (08:00:00), the first PDR
activation will occur in 8 hours and will repeat every 8 hours from then on.

Wait Clock (PDR) – This is the time between sequential energization of the rappers
associated with this clock. For example, a Wait Clock time of 3 seconds (00:00:03)
means the first rapper in the group will energize and every 3 seconds the next
sequential rapper will energize.
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Number of Raps (PDR) – This represents the number of times the rappers will
energize before the PDR stops and resets its Cycle Clock timer. For example, if there
were 10 rappers in a PDR group and the Number of Raps was set for 3, each rapper
would energize in sequence every x seconds (based on Wait Clock time) until each
rapper had gone off 3 times. The PDR would then stop and reset.
KV Level (PDR) – The power level the TR operates at during PDR is programmed
into the microprocessor transformer control (refer to TR control operating manual).
This level, usually lower than the normal operating level, only initiates when the PDR
system is active. A message on the microprocessor TR control digital display
indicates when the TR control is in the “Power Down Rapping”.
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APPENDIX I

PROGRAMMING DATA SHEETS

The following pages are the Backup Program Data Sheets that show all the settings
and rapper groupings for Cycle Clocks, Wait Clocks, plunger Lifts, number of raps,
etc. Blank pages below are also provided to record field changes made while
optimizing the rapper control.

Blank Rapper Control Programming Data Sheet
CLOCK NORMAL (N)
#
OR POR (P)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

RAPPER/VIBRATOR INTENSITY/
NUMBERS
LIFT
ASSIGNED TO CLOCK

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

LV RAPPER
VIBRATOR
PNEUMATIC

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“

(R)
(V)
(P)

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Alarm adjust values: ___________:____________:___________
Calibration value: ____________
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CLOCK CYCLE CLOCK TIME
NO.
(ON TIME)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

NO. OF
RAPS

WAIT CLOCK TIME
(TIME BETWEEN ENERGIZATION)

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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APPENDIX II

FEEDBACK DISPLAY ALARM VALUES

The following feedback display alarm values are the default values set at the factory
and are based on approximately 100 feet of field wiring. When first energizing the
rapper control cabinet you may need to adjust these values to account for actual field
conditions.
Rapper Name
60 Hertz
LV#1
LV#2
LV#4
ESI single
ESI double
EMR2
Eriez vibrator
Air solenoid

Low (xx)

Medium (yyy)

High (zzz)

85
55
85
23
60
90
65
100

340
180
250
80
150
314
174
630

510
440
440
350
380
440
273
700

Rapper Name
50 Hertz
LV#1
LV#2
LV#4
ESI single
ESI double

Low (xx)

Medium (yyy)

High (zzz)

94
48
37
26
58

283
153
118
86
146

411
411
411
451
451
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APPENDIX III

Control and Component Drawings

The following are the control and components drawings for the MTC-NT rapper
control:
Typical MRC-NT Rapper Control Circuit Drawing
Typical MRC-NT Rapper Control General Arrangement
RK2281 – MTC-NT Flush Keyboard and Display Outline
RK2273 – MRC-NT Power Supply Board Outline
RK2247 – MRC-NT Power Board Outline
RK2221 – MRC-NT Output Board Outline
RK2346 – MRC-NT Power Module Outline
The drawings themselves can be found on the following pages.
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